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Introduction

• An event generator is a very important tool to calculate the efficiency for finding
neutron oscillation events, data selection criteria, and systematic errors.
• Due to the huge decrease from 1032 yrs for bound neutrons to 101‐103 yrs for free
neutrons, much fewer neutrons (by as much as 29 ‐30 orders of magnitude) at a
given time are needed of as few as only 103 neutrons and also unlike the bound
neutron case free neutron experiments such as those involving UCNs can involve
different neutrons (or bunches of neutrons) at different times.
• With Bound Neutron experiments such as those involving water and iron the
source of possibly oscillating neutrons is also a part of the detector while a free
neutron experiment such as project X (and ILL in the past) would involve or
involved different sources of oscillating neutrons and detector nucleons,
respectively reactor neutrons and nucleons in a very thin slab of 12‐O. Thus
Project X would involve only the Fermi momentum of the Carbon nucleon that is
involved with the annihilation while the free neutron that oscillates to an nnbar has
no Fermi momentum. In bound nucleon nnbar experiments only one nucleon
Fermi momentum will contribute to the total momentum of the annihilation and its
secondaries. And 12‐C_6 should have a smaller maximum and average Fermi
Momentum in comparison to 16‐O_8
• Of course free neutrons have no nuclear suppression factors to calculate and no
uncertainties in the nuclear suppression factor due to variations among the
different models of nuclear suppression for a given Z (atomic number) and for
varying Z for different sources of neutrons (such as 16‐O and 56 Fe)

• Since free neutron oscillations would occur on the surface of the nucleon a
surface model of the annihilation rather than a volume model (as in bound
neutrons) such as that of Dover is needed. This would significantly reduce the
number of inter‐nuclear interactions by factors of 3‐4 and the corresponding
loss of energy from the mesons to the nuclear fragments All of the above
differences would lead to much narrower energy‐momentum (kinematical)
range and thus much reduced background levels. The bound neutron 90%
lifetime lower limits for the volume and surface modes were 1.7 × 1031 and
2.4 × 1031 yr, respectively and the free neutron oscillation times were reported
to be 2.7 × 107 to 1.1 × 108 sec, for the volume and surface modes. Thus the
usage of the surface model of Dover, improved limits greatly in the IMB . The
surface model is appropriate for nbar annihilation on 12‐C as suggested for a
Project X free neutron antineutron oscillation experiment.
• In the following slides some histograms from the SK‐I neutron‐oscillation
event generator will be given. For may of these distributions one may
extrapolate from 16‐O to 12‐C using the ratios of the atomic numbers
(12/16=0.75). Two different nuclear propagation codes were used, partnuc
(from IMB) and Neut (from SK).
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• Of course Neutrino oscillations
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were taken into account

The SK event generator for n↔ n
1. The Oscillation phase 2. The Annihilation phase 3. Pionization phase Branching ratios
Horowitz et Al., Phys. Rev. 115 (2), 1959
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The Oscillation Phase
In SK the nbar included Fermi Momentum but an nnbar from the free neutrons of
Project X will not include Fermi Momentum. The volume mode of determining the
vertex of the oscillation in SK in which there is equal probability for each point in
the nucleus will be replaced by the surface mode of Dover, Gal, and Richards which
describes oscillation vertices near the surface, which would apply to the case of free
nbar annihilation on Carbon 12.
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Many pions and
their decay products
+ low energy
nuclear fragments
Multi‐Cherenkov ring events are expected.
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The Pionization Phase
We used branching ratios (BRs) and a cumulative
BRs were determined from
probability distribution
Bubble Chamber p d and pbar-p d
to determine the pionic BRs
anti-n + p

Kinematics from basic formulas or
Genbod from Cernlib for phase
space. 1850 MeV or 1854 MeV
for pionic energy.

<n>~4 with a momentum
of a few x 100MeV/c are
emitted isotropically.
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Pion (meson) Propagation Phase
Interaction Type Numbers
Pion Interactions
Type # 1 = Absorption
Type # 2 = Production
Type # 3 = Elastic Scattering
Type # 4 = Charge Exchange
Type # 5 = Coherent Scattering

Omega Interactions
Type # 6 = Elastic Scattering
Type # 7 = ω0 P  π+ N
Type # 8 = ω0 P  π0 P
Type # 9 = ω0 N  π‐ P
Type # 10 = ω0 N  π0 N
Type # 11 = ω0 Decay  π+ π‐ π0
Type # 12 = ω0 Decay  π0 γ
Type # 13 = ω0 Decay  π+ π‐

Interaction Sub‐Type Number Examples
For Type # 1 (Sub‐Types # 37 – 40)
Sub‐Type # 39 = π0 N  N*
For Type # 3 (Sub‐Types # 31 ‐ 36)
Sub‐Type # 33 = π0 P  π0 P

For Type # 2 (Sub‐Types # 1 ‐ 26)
Sub‐Type # 1 = π+ P  π+ π+ N

For Type # 4 (Sub‐Types # 27 ‐30)
Sub‐Type # 28 = π0 P  π+ N
In the 16‐O of SK the oscillated nnbar included Fermi Momentum since it stated
out as a bound neutron but there will be no Fermi Momentum from the nbars in
project X because they were originally free neutrons. The energies in the
pionization phase for 12‐C_6 will likely be lower than those of 16‐O in SK since
Carbon is smaller and the energies of the excited residual nucleus will be smaller.
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The Fragmentation Phase
• We (SK‐I) used an optical model (using complex scattering lengths and amplitudes)
from a paper in the proceedings of the international workshop held at ORNL in 1996
to discuss prospects of Baryon instability in p‐decay and n‐nbar oscillations by Ye. S.
Golubeva et. al., This model is also and discussed in A. S. Botivina et. al. Nucl. Phys. A,
507, 649, (1990) and its results wer used in the SK‐I search for n‐nbar oscillations to
determine the multiplicities of free neutrons and protons as well as deuterons,
tritons, He‐4 (alpha particles) and He‐3 that are freed when the residual nucleon
fragments (the de‐excitation of the residual nucleus for highly excited nucleii). This
model was referred to by Golubeva Any remaining nucleons of the 14 that survived
the annihilation were all placed in one large residual nucleus. All but a very small
number of free p’s and n’s were below the Cherenkov Threshold and of course the
above threshold n’s are uncharged and they don’t emit Cherenkov radiation.
• Since the interaction cross sections were very small for the relevant kinetic energies
none of the fragments were propagated through the H2O in SK.
• Genbod from Cernlib was used to determine the kinematics of all of the fragments.
• The event generator is used to determine the efficiency and the lower limits.
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The signal box for free neutron
Project X should be much smaller
and have a higher maximum
Energy than the SK‐I 16‐O bound
neutron oscillation analysis. Also a
background MC will be needed for
Project X neutron oscillations
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• The ILL Carbon target was 130µm thick and had a diameter of 110 cm
• Tracking, reconstruction, and calibration programs will be needed for the detectors. The
event generator will help to determine the choice of detectors and the geometry and
configuration of the Project X free neutron oscillation hardware
• The final results will probably be computed using Bayesian and Frequentist (Feldman‐
Cousins ) statistics including systematic errors.

Conclusions
• The PX free neutron experiment will make good use of an event generator for
many functions including determining efficiency, systematics, and designing the
experiment and detectors.
• PX neutron will probably need to measure or estimate and simulate any
backgrounds.
• Surface distributions of density distributions will be necessary and will result in
lower and more accurate background levels than volume distributions.
• Hopefully project X will have very low background levels, as in ILL.

